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Given the Computer class

Quiz

   

class Computer { 
  private String cpu = "Intel"; 
  class Report { 
    String getReport() { 
      return "Computer with " + cpu + " CPU"; 
    } 
  } 
}
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Your colleague is working on refactoring to use a record to generate the report.

How can this be achieved? Choose one.

A.

The answer is A.

B.

The answer is B.

C.

Copy code snippet

record Report { 
  String getReport() { 
    return "Computer with " + cpu + " CPU"; 
  } 
}

Copy code snippet

record Report() { 
  String getReport() { 
    return "Computer with " + cpu + " CPU"; 
  } 
}

Copy code snippet

record Report() { 
  String getReport() { 

return "Computer with " + Computer this cpu + " CPU";



The answer is C.

D. None of the above       The answer is D.

Answer. This question explores the record type introduced in Java 16 and described by JEP 395.

One motivation for adding records was to provide a simple, concise syntax for creating trivial aggregate or

data-carrier objects. Such objects are often used to group together several related data items and might

have few (if any) programmer-de�ned methods. These aggregate objects also are often used in a way that

does not require the data to be changed, and they are very common when massive amounts of data are

processed in a functional style.

In other languages, such situations might be handled by tuples, or perhaps by named tuples, but prior to

the introduction of the record type, Java’s syntax for creating such a class was rather verbose. The

syntax required listing all the �elds and building a constructor that manually copied its arguments to each

�eld in turn. If the elements were to be immutable, then accessor methods also had to be provided for

each one. Adding content-based equality and hash code calculation created more than 30 lines of code

for a three-element data carrier. An equivalent record, by contrast, can be built with a single line.

To enforce the best e�ort at immutability (which cannot strictly be achieved if the �elds include mutable

objects), a Java record has a �xed parent class (java.lang.Record) and is itself a final class. Further,

a nested record is implicitly static, meaning it cannot carry an implicit reference to an instance of the

enclosing type. This la�er point is central to this question.

The code in the question declares Report as an instance inner class, which means that any instance of

Report has an implicit reference to, and access to the �elds of, an instance of Computer. Although it’s

possible to create this reference manually when a static nested class is instantiated, none of the code

presented in options A, B, or C achieves this. Consequently, all those options are incorrect, and option D is

the correct answer.

Valid solutions are possible. One such solution might look as follows:

    return "Computer with " + Computer.this.cpu + " CPU"; 
  } 
}

Copy code snippet

class Computer { 
  private String cpu = "Intel"; 
  Report createReport() { 
    return new Report(cpu); 
  } 

i

https://openjdk.java.net/jeps/395


Notice that the Report object is now created with a copy of the cpu String, which is stored as a data

element. It’s far more normal to have a record class that declares �elds (indeed, one might argue that the

absence of any �elds is contrary to the stated intention of the record concept).

Another approach would be to pass a reference to the Computer object explicitly, rather than with the

implicit mechanism used by instance inner classes, as follows:

Here are a couple of side notes that are relevant to this question.

Conclusion. The correct answer is option D.

Related quizzes

  record Report(String cpu) { 
    String getReport() { 
      return "Computer with " + cpu + " CPU"; 
    } 
  } 
}

Copy code snippet

class Computer { 
  private String cpu = "Intel"; 
  Report createReport() { 
    return new Report(this); 
  } 
  record Report(Computer computer) { 
    String getReport() { 
      return "Computer with " + computer.cpu + " CPU"; 
    } 
  } 
}

Copy code snippet

Creating a record type with no �elds, as was hinted at in options A, B, and C, is legal but decidedly

odd.

A record type is a class, and it can contain instance and static methods as well as overriding versions

of the non�nal methods declared in Object, like any other class.

Quiz yourself: Nested types and Java records

Quiz yourself: The syntax of generated record classes in Java

Quiz yourself: Java records constructors and the canonical constructor
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Quiz yourself: Java records, constructors, and the canonical constructor

Quiz yourself: Overriding methods in Java
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